Run&Tap: Investigation of On-Body Tapping for Runners
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ABSTRACT
Devices like smartphones, smartwatches, and fitness trackers enable runners to control music, query fitness parameters such as heart rate and speed, or be guided by coaching apps. But while these devices are portable, interacting with them during running is difficult: they usually have small buttons or touchscreens which force the user to slow down to interact with them properly. On-body tapping is an interaction technique that allows users to trigger actions by tapping at different body locations eyes-free. This paper investigates on-body tapping as a potential input technique for runners. We conducted a user study to evaluate where and how accurately runners can tap on their body. We motion-captured participants while tapping locations on their body and running on a treadmill at different speeds. Results show that a uniform layout of five targets per arm and two targets on the abdomen achieved 96% accuracy rate. We present a set of design implications to inform the design of on-body interfaces for runners.
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INTRODUCTION
In recent years, people have become more aware of the benefits of physical activity on their health and well-being [30]. To help runners track their physical performance and stay motivated, several fitness devices (e.g., Fitbit Charge, TomTom Touch, Apple Watch) have been developed. These devices provide runners with real-time measurements of distance, duration, speed, pace, and calories burned. Fitness apps like Runtastic [21] convert smartphones into fitness trackers and use voice coaching to help pace the user and build speed and endurance. But while fitness and mobile devices are designed to be portable during physical activity, their input space of small buttons or touchscreens has severe drawbacks on user experience: Studies have shown that even during a simple activity like walking, users are forced to slow down by 25%

One way to overcome these limitations is appropriating the user’s own body as an input surface [10]. The human body offers a large and always-available surface that can be accessed quickly and accurately without relying on visual feedback, due to proprioception [7]. It serves as a mnemonic frame of reference for associating meanings to different body parts [1] or kinesthetic cues [25]. While previous work, e.g., [8, 16, 32], propose on-body tapping as a promising technique for interacting with smart mobile devices, it remains unknown how users’ motion, e.g., running, impacts this technique.

This paper presents an empirical investigation of the accuracy and perception of on-body tapping during running (Fig. 1). We conducted a user study to examine where and how accurately runners can tap on their body. Twelve participants were motion-captured while tapping locations on their upper body and running on a treadmill at different speeds. We evaluated the accuracy, layout, and size of on-body locations and the human factors that influence participants’ tapping behavior. Subjective ratings of physical comfort, input confidence, and preference of these locations were collected. We summarize our findings in a set of design implications to guide the design of on-body interfaces for mobile users.
RELATED WORK
Running is one of the most practiced sports worldwide1. So far, HCI research on running has been mainly focusing on socio-motivational technologies and gamification, e.g., [17, 18], rather than the user experience [26].

Literature on mobile and wearable interaction has mainly focused on two input techniques to overcome the limitations of small device size: mid-air gestures [5] and voice input [14]. These techniques can potentially enable eyes- and device-free interaction, which is particularly convenient for users when they are engaged in a physical activity such as running. However, there is no clear evidence of the usability of such input techniques for users while running. New efforts [15, 32] have suggested using the human body as a physical extension to small devices, such as the smartwatch, to provide the user with a larger tactile surface for interaction.

Several design guidelines have been proposed for body-centric interaction with large displays [24], mobile devices [6], and for multi-surface interaction [29]. Body interactions are categorized into three themes based on proximal spaces—personal space (space occupied by the body), peripersonal space (space within hands reach), and extrapersonal space (space outside hands reach). The personal space hosts on-body interactions where actions are mapped to different parts of the user’s body [6]. A number of techniques [1, 4, 6, 24] demonstrated how the human body, or parts of it, can be used to store and retrieve data, access shortcuts or menus items, and manipulate widgets mapped on the body via direct touch or a proxy, such as a mobile device.

The question of where to interact on the body was addressed by several investigations. Karrer et al. [13] conducted a study to determine the on-body locations that are physically and socially convenient for interaction. Participants preferred the arms, sternum, hip and pocket areas. Similar results were found by Profita et al. [20] who evaluated gender and cultural differences in social acceptance of on-body interaction. Wagner et al. [29] examined combining on-body tapping with mid-air pointing for multi-surface interaction. They showed that tapping on the body is a Microinteraction (requires <4 seconds to execute), which enables users to quickly return to their main task with minimal distraction [2]. They also found that users were faster and preferred tapping locations on the upper body (arms and torso) while tapping on the lower legs was slower and required additional balance.

Researchers have investigated the human factors that affect how users interact with the body. Lin et al. [16] investigated the number and distribution of locations that users can precisely tap on their forearms without visual feedback. They found that most users can distinguish six areas. They also noted that the distribution of locations was unique across users and more uniform near the joints (wrists and elbow). Gustafsson et al. [8] demonstrated that the landmarks on the palm of the hand (finger phalanges) provide users with haptic feedback that enables eyes-free interaction on skin to outperform interfaces on physical devices. Huang et al. [11] found that the anatomy of the hand affected the physical comfort and the precision of thumb-to-fingers interfaces. Vo et al. [27] showed how the abdomen area can be used to perform touch gestures, such as directional strokes, but for more complex gestures users’ self-image reflected inconsistent behaviors.

So far, previous work has shown that users are able to tap on their body (palms, forearm, upper body) quickly and accurately without relaying on visual feedback. On-body tapping can be a socially acceptable technique if it avoids body areas that users feel uncomfortable tapping in public. This paper contributes to this body of literature by investigating the effect of users’ motion, running, on on-body tapping. Our aim is to contribute to wearable interaction design for active users.

USER EXPERIMENT
In order to understand how running affects on-body tapping, we conducted a user experiment in which we motion-captured users performing tapping tasks on their body while running on a treadmill at different speeds. The goal was to examine where and how accurately users tap on their body and the effect of human factors (e.g., body anatomy, running movement pattern, speed, and fatigue) on users’ performance.

Before the experiment, we ran a pilot study with three participants to determine the number and layout of locations that participants could access on their body during running. The study avoided locations that are socially unacceptable [20] or physically inaccessible e.g., the calf of the leg, which may effect users’ balance [29]. Participants tapped locations on their upper body while standing still and while running. During the study we noticed that participants tapped on their body using their full hand or with four fingers (excluding the thumb). Based on our pilots, we defined 16 locations on the upper body—arms and abdomen. Locations that received the lowest physical comfort and tapping confidence ratings during standing and running conditions were excluded. Figure 2 shows the locations that were examined in the pilot study, and those that were selected for the experiment. The final location groups: ARM LOCATIONS: 5 targets on each arm (1 on shoulder, 2 on upper-arm, 2 on forearm) and ABDOMEN LOCATIONS: 6 targets (3 upper row, 3 lower row).

Figure 2. Twenty five on-body locations were tested in the pilot study: 16 locations were selected for the user experiment (filled circles), and 9 locations were excluded (empty circles).

---

1https://www.statista.com/topics/1743/running-and-jogging/
Participants
We recruited 12 participants (4 female). They ranged in age from 20 to 49 ($M = 25.91, SD = 8.12$). Eleven were right-handed and only one was left-handed. Eight participants ran on regular basis (at least once a week), while the others ran less regularly. Participants came wearing comfortable, non-restrictive clothing for the experiment.

Apparatus and Experimental Setup
Participants stood on a treadmill (HS-640A 9) facing an iPad3 mounted to the treadmill’s control panel at 45° (Fig. 3). The treadmill was adjusted for 0° inclination. It had two side bars with buttons to control the running speed. Participants were asked to wear a fitted training shirt (92% Polyester, 8% Spandex) with long sleeves that was provided by the experimenter in three different sizes. Passive infra-red reflective markers were used to track the body movement. The markers were attached onto the shirts using instant glue to prevent them from falling or shifting while the user runs or sweats. They were placed on joints and landmarks (wrists, elbows, shoulders, collarbone, sternum, chest and hips) such that there was no major shift in position when the body parts move. Three additional markers were attached directly to the right hand and two to the left hand for tracking the hands’ position while tapping. The markers were tracked in three dimensions by seven VICON cameras with sub-millimeter accuracy at a rate of up to 200 Hz. A GoPro 3 camera, mounted to the wall in front of the participant, was used to record the study.

Procedure and Task
Before the trials, participants stood still on the treadmill facing an iPad display. The experimenter explained how participants should map locations, which appeared on the displayed silhouette in front of them, to their own body. In each trial, a red dot with pulsating animation highlighted a location (randomly) on the silhouette indicating a tap should be performed. Participants were asked to use either hand to tap the corresponding location on their body as quickly and accurately as possible. This forced participants to react more promptly to the stimuli. During pilots, participants tried to increase their accuracy by reducing the speed at which they moved their arm and by keeping their hand longer over the location. Longer gestures are cognitively more demanding [2].

A trial ended and the next location appeared after the user had tapped the indicated location and the hand returned to the running position. Participants declared when tapping the wrong location and the trail was repeated. After tapping all locations, participants switched their running speed between low (3.7-4.4 mph) and high (5.6-6.2 mph) and started a new block of trials. The speed ranges where taken form a basic inter-val workout on the treadmill. Each participant performed 16 LOCATIONS $\times$ 2 running SPEEDS $\times$ 6 BLOCKS = 192 trials.

Following the trials, participants ranked each location on a 5-point Likert scale based on physical comfort (1—5: very uncomfortable—very comfortable) and tapping confidence (1—5: very unconfident—very confident). Participants rated on-body tapping based on cognitive demand (1—5: very undemanding—very demanding), likelihood of using the system in the future (1—5: very unlikely—very likely) and social acceptance. Participants performed an individualized action mapping task in which they mapped to their own body ten actions from the media and fitness apps (skip song forward and backward, increase and decrease volume, play and pause song; heart rate, speed, distance, elapsed time). The experiment lasted for about 60 minutes.

Data Processing
Following the procedure proposed by Lin et al. [16] to analyze the accuracy of on-body tapping locations, we first projected the data points (taps) collected from the Vicon system onto participants’ arms (line connecting markers on the wrist-elbow-shoulder-collarbone) or abdomen (surface bounded by markers on the chest and sternum). We only analyzed taps on the arms in one dimension—along the vertical axis connecting the arm’s joints. During the pilots, participants used the palm of their hands for tapping covering large areas of their arms in the horizontal dimension and making it hard to distinguish the point of contact. Secondly, we normalized the data points based on the arm’s length or the abdomen’s surface area of each participant. Thirdly, we removed 5.6% of the total points whose measured position was not within the two standard deviations from the centroid of location. The accuracy rate of a location was calculated as the ratio of taps that did not overlap with taps of neighboring locations, e.g., a 90% accuracy rate means that only 10% of the taps intended for a location overlapped with neighboring locations.

Results
Subjective Ratings
Figure 4 (left) shows the average physical comfort ratings given by the participants for all locations. On average, participants rated the physical comfort of ARM LOCATIONS at 3.2 ($SD = 0.7$). Tapping the shoulders was physically the most challenging (L1, L6: $M = 2.0$). The wrists were found to be the most comfortable to tap (L5, L10: $M = 3.8$), followed by the upper-arms (L2, L3, L7, L8: $M = 3.6$). ABDOMEN LOCATIONS received the highest comfort ratings ($M = 3.9, SD = 0.36$).
Accuracy Ratings

A Kruskal Wallis test revealed a significant effect of location on accuracy rate ($\chi^2(15) = 162.6$, $p < 0.01$). A post-hoc test using Mann-Whitney tests with Bonferroni correction showed a significant difference between abdomen locations and arm locations ($p < 0.01$). The average accuracy rate of all locations was ($M = 0.75$, $SD = 0.31$).

Figure 4 (right) shows the average tapping confidence ratings for all locations. In contrast to physical comfort ratings, arm locations received better and more consistent confidence ratings ($M = 3.8$, $SD = 0.8$) than abdomen locations ($M = 2.2$, $SD = 1.1$). Participants felt most confident tapping locations on the shoulders ($M = 4.7$), which is unsurprising, since one location was assigned to each shoulder. Locations on the wrists received high scores ($M = 4.1$). Locations around the elbow received lower scores ($M = 2.9$). Four abdomen locations received the lowest confidence scores (L11, L13, L14, L16: $M = 1.5$), while the two furthest locations on the abdomen received relatively higher ratings (L12, L15: $M = 3.7$).

As shown in Figure 4, the physical comfort and tapping confidence ratings were distributed similarly on the right and left sides of the body. But no conclusion can be derived from this since eleven of our twelve participants were right handed.

After running, participants rated the cognitive demand of on-body tapping at 2.6 (undemanding), and the likelihood of them using the system at 4.6 (high). All participants regarded on-body tapping as socially acceptable. Finally, when participants mapped ten actions to their own body, we did not find a uniform mapping amongst them. For example, some participants split the actions of the media player and fitness app cross the left and right sides of their body, while others mapped their most frequently accessed actions to the abdomen. And most participants mapped the pause and play actions to a single location. However, one consistent observation is that participants distributed the actions on their body surface such as to maximize the distance between any two input locations: each of the arms and the abdomen areas had at most three actions mapped to them.

Figure 5 shows the average accuracy rate of each location on the body. We found no significant effect or interaction effect of block or speed on accuracy rate ($p > 0.05$). We split the data of the arms and abdomen to perform further analysis.

We found a significant effect of arm locations on accuracy rate ($\chi^2(9) = 33$, $p < 0.01$). A post-hoc test showed a significant difference in accuracy rate between locations L6 (left shoulder) and L2 (right upper-arm) ($p < 0.05$, $r = 0.68$). The average accuracy rate of arm locations was 0.98 ($SD = 0.05$). We found a significant effect of handiness on accuracy rate ($\chi^2(1) = 11.24$, $p < 0.01$, $r = 0.31$). On average, accuracy rate of the left arm was 0.99 and for the right arm 0.96. Location on the left shoulder had the highest accuracy ($L6: M = 1.0$), and location on the right shoulder had the lowest accuracy ($L1: M = 0.91$).

We found a significant effect of abdomen locations on accuracy rate ($\chi^2(5) = 17.7$, $p < 0.01$). A post-hoc test showed a significant difference in accuracy between several abdomen locations. The average accuracy rate of abdomen locations was 0.35 ($SD = 0.09$). Location L12 in the lower row of the abdomen layout (left) had the highest accuracy ($M = 0.42$) and L14 in the lower row of the abdomen layout (center) had the lowest rate ($M = 0.29$).

Arms Layout

To examine the layout of arm locations for all participants, we compared the relative centers and size (spread) of each location. For each participant, location center was determined by calculating the mean distance of the participant’s taps from the wrist joint, and normalized based on the arm length. Location size was calculated by multiplying the standard deviation of the data points by four (cf. [16]).

Figure 6 shows the projected tapping data on the line of the left and right arms for all twelve participants. The highest deviation in location centre across all users was in shoulder locations (L1: $SD = 28mm$, L6: $SD = 24.3mm$, 18% and 18.8% of location size, respectively). The centers of upper-arm locations were the most consistent across all users, especially locations above the elbow (L8: $SD = 14.3mm$, L3: $SD = 16.8mm$, 14% and 14.5% of location size, re-
respectively). The tables in Fig. 6 summarize the average size of each location and the proportion which it occupies on the corresponding limb. Locations on the wrist (L5, L10) had the smallest absolute size while locations L3 and L8 on the upper-arms had the smallest proportionate size. Locations L2 and L7 on the upper-arms had the largest absolute size while L4 and L9 on the forearms had the largest proportionate size.

We evaluated whether there is a common layout of locations on the right and left arms that works for all users. In Fig. 6 the layouts highlighted in red dashed boxes represent the means of users’ data points on each arm. These layouts capture 97.7% of data. This suggests that a uniform interface layout on the arms is possible. This layout includes slight overlaps. Nevertheless, the accuracy rate of this layout is 98%.

**Abdomen Layout**

Figure 7 illustrates the distribution of users’ taps on the abdomen. Ellipses represent the spread of taps around the center of each location. The navel represented the centroid of abdomen locations. We explored whether reducing the number of locations can increase the accuracy of the abdomen area: removing locations from the center of the abdomen (L13, L14) or an entire row of locations (e.g., L11, L13, L15) increases the average accuracy rate of the remaining locations by 60%. Reducing the number of locations to two with maximum distance between them, e.g., L12 and L16, increases the abdomen’s accuracy rate from 35% to 96%.

**DISCUSSION AND DESIGN IMPLICATIONS**

Based on the experimental results and observations of the user experiment, we present the following design implications:

Locations that are passive or closer to the hands are physically more comfortable to tap. Several participants noted that tapping at the elbow while it rapidly swings backwards and forwards required them to disturb their running pattern in order to synchronize the movements of their arms. In response, they attempted to hit away from the elbow, on a less active limb such as the forearm or the upper-arm (see L3, L4, L8, L9 Fig. 6). The abdomen, a more passive (stable) part, received participants’ highest comfort ratings. In addition, the abdomen and the wrists were favored due to their proximity from the hands while in running form. These areas require small amplitude movements to make contact. In contrast, locations on higher body parts, e.g., shoulders, were found physically more demanding. Voelker et al. [28] described how lifting the arm upwards in mid-air leads to fatigue even when users are seated. Designers should avoid placing targets on the elbow area. We recommend excluding the shoulder locations as they scored below 3.0 on the physical com-
fort scale. Alternatively, less frequently accessed actions can mapped to the shoulders.

Users are more confident interacting near body landmarks. Participants’ tapping confidence scores were higher for locations that were associated with a body landmark (e.g., wrist joint, elbow joint, shoulder, navel). When two locations share a single landmark, e.g., L6 and L7 share the shoulder joint, data shows that the participants associated one location with the landmark (e.g., L6 with the shoulder joint) and deliberately tapped further away from the landmark to signify the second location (e.g., L7). Lin et al. found that participants’ taps were less spread near the wrist and elbow joints while tapping on the forearm. On the abdomen, participants reported that the navel helped guide their interactions. But as data shows that beyond acting as a pseudo-centroid for the abdomen area, the navel, a single landmark, was not enough to distinguish six locations accurately. Angeslevä [1] showed that mapping actions to body landmarks improved participants’ recall. Designs should attempt to associate targets with body landmarks and void overloading a single landmark with several targets.

Users prefer spreading input locations over the body rather than concentrating them. During the individualized action mapping task, participants chose to spread input locations over their body, maximizing the distance between any two locations instead of concentrating them in the most accessible areas (abdomen) or the most accurate areas (arms). Some participants described their layouts as ‘easy to remember’ and ‘less likely to get confused’. This follows from the previous design implication. Spreading actions over the body enables users to create clearer associations between targets and body landmarks and increases tapping confidence.

The size of input areas on the body is not necessarily proportionate to limb size. Participants’ taps were spread disproportionately on the arm (forearm, upper-arm, and shoulder) but similarly on both arms. Locations on the right arm were on average 10% larger than on the left arm.

A uniform interface layout on the upper body is possible. A general layout of five input locations per arm is possible. While the the layouts of locations on the right and left arms are not identical, they are very similar. On the abdomen, however, only by reducing the number of locations from six to two can we reach a uniform interface layout of 96% accuracy rate.

Tapping with the palm of the hand stabilizes users and eases cognitive load. In the pilot and the main experiment, participants consistently used the palm of their hands to tap on the body. Several participants reported that tapping with the palm of the hand on a moving body part (e.g., forearm) helped them maintain their balance. Many found it faster and easier to tap with the hands open rather than with a single finger. Hudson et al.’s [12] describes how inexact or inattentive input gestures require less cognitive resources from the users. In addition, most participants felt more confident that they were tapping the ‘right’ location on the body using their full hand.

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

A main limitation of this study is that most participants were right handed. A follow-up study will be necessary to examine the influence of handiness on body tapping and for the implementation of future interfaces. In the study, participants ran at a jogging speed range (4.4-6.2 mph). We found no significant effect of speed on user performance. The effect of higher running speeds remains unexplored. Furthermore, the social acceptance issue should be considered beyond the lab setting. Moreover, we only investigate the tapping behaviors on the upper body, we recommend examining other accessible body areas (e.g., thighs) as well as other acceptable gestures on the body. Another important aspect to investigate is how users map functions to their own body space.

Technical Implementation

Although this work has derived the design implications and demonstrated the feasibility of on-body tapping for runners, a user study with a working system may be necessary to verify the design guidelines and assess learning effects. Wearable technologies for detecting tapping on the body include acoustic sensors [10], infrared proximity sensors [15], ultrasonic sensors [16], skin electronics [31], electricity [32], and interactive textiles [9, 13]. However, we have no evidence on how they perform when users are running. Schneegass et al. [23] revealed a first demonstrator of a textile sensor that can detect user input during walking and suggested several improvements to increase reliability. Smart textile technology is particularly interesting for interacting on large parts of the body as it can be embedded seamlessly into the user’s clothes and scales well to a wide range of sensor sizes. In addition, an interactive training shirt, for example, can be designed to provide runners with tactile cues at interactive locations. We are in the process of developing a sensor that builds on [23]’s work to help us study users’ tapping behavior.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper serves as the preliminary foundation of body-centric interaction for runners. It explores the potential of on-body tapping as an eyes-free input technique for triggering actions in smart devices while the user is running. We present first insights on the distribution, accuracy, and perception of different tapping locations on the upper body. Based on the study, we propose on-body tapping as a feasible input modality for runners: Results show that a uniform interface layout of five input locations per arm and two locations on the abdomen is possible with 96% accuracy rate. Although this work has derived the design implications and contribute to efforts of designers and researchers investigating eyes-free input techniques for users during locomotion.
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